
24 June2011

Nadia M. Barrera (nadia. barrera@c i.austin.tx. us)
Bicycle/Pedestrian Proj ect Coordinator
Public Works Department, City of Austin
505 Barlon Springs Road, Suite 740
Austin, Texas 78704

Dear Ms. Barrera,

The Walnut Creek Neighborhood Association strongly supporls the proposed improvements to sidewalk
conditions along North Lamar Boulevard fiom US 183 to Parmer Lane. The boundaries of our
neighborhood are IH35 on the east, Braker Lane on the south. Walnut Creek on the North, and, most
importantly, North Lamar Boulevard on the west. Thus, some of the proposed improvements would
likely be directly along our western boundary.

We support these proposed improvements for the following reasons.

l. The Association believes that the improvements would serve to "deflne and refine" our western
boundary. Our neighborhood boundary will be better defrned by replacing the worn trails on our
western boundary with sidewalks and generally regularizing the environment along North Lamer.
Based on our ongoing efforts to mark and maintain our boundaries. the Association believes that
this definition - coupled with a strong Neighborhood Watch - deters vandals, smash-and-grab
burglaries, metal strippers, and squatters.

By refining our boundary by replacing the worn trails with sidewalks and providing curb cuts, etc.,
the aesthetic of the neighborhood is improved. This contributes to a maintenance of property
values, a sense of well being and dignity, and a sense of community.

2. The Association believes that the improvements would significantly improve mobility.

At present, since the roadside trails do not really suppon bicycle traffic, bicyclists from our
neighborhood and fiom apartment complexes outside the neighborhood are unable to move up and
down North Lamar without going out onto Norlh Lamar, which is very, very risky. It is thus
difficult for bicyclists to go to local merchants. During wet weather, pedestrians have trouble
"slogging" along Norlh Lamar through the mud. For our mobility-impaired individuals who move
around in electric scooters, sidewalks would greatly improve their ability to access the
neighborhood merchants at North Lamar and Braker - these merchants include a grocery store, a
pharmacy, and a number of restaurants.

In sum. then, the Association takes the position that these improvements would certainly help combat
the "Wild West" atmosphere along our section of North Lamar, with the benefits as discussed above.

Sincerely,
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Ol"H rrn^L*'
Roberl Meadows
Board Chair, Walnut Creek Neighborhood Association
robert l@meadows.com; landline: 339 0229, cel l :  633 1459


